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Transverse modulational instability in
counterpropagating two-wave mixing
with frequency-detuned pump beams
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We report theoretical and experimental evidence for transverse modulational instability of two counterpropa-
gating beams in a photorefractive medium with no external feedback. A frequency detuning is applied to one
of the beams in order to drive the system to instability. We perform a linear-stability analysis that allows for
detuning of the counterpropagating pump beams in addition to an additional frequency detuning of the gen-
erated sidebands relative to the main beams. The threshold condition for the general case of a complex pho-
torefractive coupling constant is found, and instability is predicted for diffusion-dominated, drift-dominated,
and mixed charge transport. We show that for the specific case of diffusion-dominated charge transport,
transverse instability is always accompanied by a frequency shift of the sidebands. For frequency-degenerate
pump beams the instability threshold is reached at a coupling-constant times interaction-length product of
g l 5 5.25i. The threshold is lowered (raised) for small positive (negative) frequency shifts of one of the pump
beams. The theoretical predictions were verified experimentally with a photorefractive crystal of KNbO3. A
modulational instability resulting in a spatially periodic roll pattern was observed for a certain range of posi-
tive frequency detunings. Measurements of the transverse scale of the structures and the relative sideband
intensities were in agreement with the theoretical analysis. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The spontaneous formation of periodic spatial structures
in physical, chemical, or biological systems has attracted
considerable interest.1,2 When excited beyond a certain
instability threshold, all these different systems show
self-organized behavior that is described by universal or-
der parameter equations. A common situation is modu-
lational instability of a spatially uniform ground state
that leads to the spontaneous formation of spatial pat-
terns. These patterns often have simple geometric struc-
tures, e.g., hexagonal patterns are predominant in many
cases. Nonlinear optical materials are well suited for the
observation of these transverse modulational instabili-
ties. They provide the possibility of pattern observation
at moderate laser powers. Control parameters are easily
accessible, and the time constants for the systems allow
for quantitative measurements in real time. Moreover,
possible technological applications of pattern formation in
the field of optical information processing3 motivate ongo-
ing intensive research.

Transverse modulational instabilitity of two counter-
propagating beams has been observed and investigated
theoretically in a large number of nonlinear optical me-
dia. Atomic vapors,4–6 liquid crystals (Kerr media),7–10

liquid-crystal light valves,11,12 organic films,13 and
photorefractives14,15 all show similar behavior when ex-
cited beyond threshold. The pump beams, either exter-
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nally supplied or with a counterpropagating beam created
by a feedback mirror, become modulationally unstable,
and arrays of spots, most likely with hexagonal symme-
try, appear in the optical far field. The angle u between
the pump and the generated satellite beams can be pre-
dicted by a linear-stability analysis that also gives infor-
mation on the threshold of modulational instability.

Owing to the relative slowness of the photorefractive
response and the large nonlinearity of these materials
even at low laser powers, these phenomena have been
thoroughly studied in photorefractive crystals such as
potassium niobate (KNbO3), barium titanate (BaTiO3),
and strontium barium niobate (SBN) in recent years.
Because of variations in the structure of the electro-optic
tensor in different photorefractive materials, it is
necessary to distinguish between two distinct ways of
coupling counterpropagating beams. In the case of a
transmission–grating interaction the counterpropagating
pump beams do not scatter into each other, and there is
no direct coupling of energy or phase between the pump
beams. Nonetheless, a modulational instability can oc-
cur in Kerr8 and photorefractive16 media and has been ob-
served in strontium barium niobate with an externally
applied electric field.17

Alternatively it is possible to use a crystal orientation
that results in formation of strong reflection gratings ow-
ing to a direct interference of the pump beams and negli-
2001 Optical Society of America
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gible transmission gratings. In this case there is a direct
coupling of energy and phase between the pump beams
that complicates the theoretical analysis considerably.
Two types of reflection-grating-mediated interaction ge-
ometry have been considered: externally supplied pump
beams with no external feedback and the case in which a
single pump beam as well as the generated sidebands are
reflected by an external mirror. Although both types of
boundary condition were used in the first reported obser-
vation of hexagons in KNbO3,

14 all the subsequent experi-
mental studies, including Refs. 15 and 18–21, have used
mirror boundary conditions. Besides the difference in
the threshold of the instability in these two geometries,
the transverse scale of the pattern is different. In the
case of external beams the pattern scale is proportional to
AlL, where l is the optical wavelength and L is the
length of the nonlinear medium. For a thin medium and
a long external feedback path to the mirror the pattern
scale is proportional to AlLf, where Lf is the distance to
the mirror, whereas in the general case in which the
thickness of the medium is comparable with the distance
to the mirror, the pattern scale depends on both L and Lf .
It is worth noting that there is also an intermediate situ-
ation in which the generated sidebands, but not the pump
beam, are reflected by an external mirror that leads to a
unique regime of pattern formation.22

In parallel with the experimental studies that used
mirror boundary conditions, a number of theoretical stud-
ies have given an improved insight into the stages of pat-
tern formation in reflection-grating-dominated photore-
fractive materials.19,23–27 These studies have considered
many aspects of the reflection-grating interaction, includ-
ing a linear-stability analysis, taking into account the in-
tensity profile and variation of the total intensity across
the crystal for the case of energy coupling between the
two counterpropagating beams. A nonlinear analysis for
such a system with a feedback mirror was published
recently,28 providing the proof that hexagons are pre-
dominant for small positive values of the diffraction
length L. Also the appearance of other geometric struc-
tures such as squares18–20 and studies of pattern dynam-
ics owing to angular misalignment19,21 were reported in
the feedback-mirror arrangement.

It is apparent that photorefractive feedback systems
with reflection-grating interactions have been widely dis-
cussed; nonetheless, there remain some open questions.
One of these is the question of instability with externally
supplied pump beams. Although this case was originally
investigated by Honda,14 the interpretation of those ex-
periments is unclear, since the second pump beam was in
fact provided by reflection from a phase-conjugate mirror.
Furthermore, the calculations of transverse instability for
external-beam boundary conditions and energy coupling
between the pump beams23 were marred by an error in
calculation. The same mistake was corrected for the case
of phase coupling in Ref. 25 but has not yet been remedied
for energy coupling that corresponds to the experimental
conditions in Ref. 14.

Our focus of interest in this paper is to make a detailed
theoretical study of the external-beam reflection-grating
geometry. We rectify the earlier analysis of Saffman
et al.23 and find the correct value of the coupling strength
at instability. In addition we include the possibility of a
frequency shift between the externally supplied pump
beams that effectively makes the coupling constant com-
plex. We show the equivalence of this method to that of
an externally applied field27 and demonstrate that the
frequency shift has important consequences for both the
threshold and the resulting spatial scale of the instability.
In addition we study the external-beam case experimen-
tally and demonstrate the presence of an instability both
with and without frequency shift of the pump beams.
Since the original external-pump-beam experiment of
Honda14 with a phase-conjugate mirror to generate the
second pump beam may also have resulted in a frequency
shift of the pump beams, we provide a discussion of those
early experimental results.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we re-
view the basic model equations for photorefractive two-
wave mixing in counterpropagating geometry and per-
form in detail the linear-stability analysis for the
configuration with two external frequency-detuned
beams. Extending previous analysis,24 we take into ac-
count a possible frequency detuning of the emitted side-
bands and derive, for the sake of generality, a threshold
equation for complex values of the photorefractive cou-
pling constant g. Important conclusions are drawn for
the experimentally relevant choice of an imaginary cou-
pling constant. In order to verify the theoretical analysis
we performed an experiment with a photorefractive
KNbO3 crystal and two external beams that entered the
crystal from opposite directions, where one of the beams
was slightly detuned in frequency by means of a piezo-
driven mirror. The details of the experiment are de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to detailed dis-
cussions and additional calculations. A comparison with
the theoretical analysis completes this part. Section 5
summarizes the main results and accentuates the conclu-
sions of this paper.

2. LINEAR-STABILITY ANALYSIS
The basic interaction geometry under consideration is de-
picted in Fig. 1. Let us consider two plane waves F(z)
5 F0 exp@i(k0 z2v0t)# and B(z) 5 B0 exp@2i(k0 z 1 v0t
1 Vt)# entering a photorefractive crystal from opposite
sides, where v0 denotes the optical frequency of the laser
light, and k0 is the corresponding wave vector. We ac-
count for a possible frequency detuning V of the two coun-
terpropagating beams. In this configuration a reflection
grating is formed that redistributes energy and/or phase
between the two counterpropagating beams. The grating

Fig. 1. Basic interaction geometry. Two externally supplied
counterpropagating beams with a relative frequency detuning V
write a reflection grating inside the crystal. The created side-
bands with an additional frequency shift d and transverse k vec-
tor k' are also indicated.
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vector kg 5 2k0 is collinear with the propagation direc-
tions of both beams. We also allow for a possible fre-
quency detuning d of the sidebands relative to the carrier.
All interactions between the sidebands themselves will be
assumed to be sufficiently small and are thus
neglected.19,23,24

The equations of motion we start from are the photore-
fractive two-wave mixing equations including diffraction.
These equations and the relaxation equation for the grat-
ing amplitude can be written in the paraxial approxima-
tion as24,27
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Equations (1) and (2) stem from the usual coupled-wave
theory, taking into account the photorefractive material
response found by Kukhtarev et al.29 z is the direction of
propagation as indicated in Fig. 1, n0 denotes the (linear)
refractive index of the material, x and y are transverse co-
ordinates and ¹'

2 represents the transverse Laplacian
¹'

2 5 ]2/]x2 1 ]2/]y2, g is the amplitude of the photore-
fractive index grating, and g 5 pn1 /l exp(2if) is the
complex photorefractive coupling constant, which is a
measure for amplitude and phase transfer in the photore-
fractive mixing process.30 Here, l is the vacuum wave-
length of the incident waves and n1 represents a dimen-
sionless measure for the modulation depth of the index
grating. f is the relative phase shift between the light-
intensity pattern formed by the two counterpropagating
beams and the resulting photorefractive index pattern.
For drift-dominated material such as LiNbO3, this phase
shift is nearly zero, leading to a purely real coupling
constant.30 Diffusion-dominated materials such as
KNbO3 or BaTiO3 show phase shifts of close to f 5 p/2,
yielding a purely imaginary coupling constant. In the
latter case this phase shift is responsible for beam cou-
pling (energy transfer) between the two counterpropagat-
ing beams. Equation (3) describes the dynamics of the
photorefractive grating with grating amplitude g, t being
the relaxation constant for the photorefractive index grat-
ing. Note that Eq. (3) is strictly accurate only for weak
modulation of the interference pattern created by F and
B. The effect on the transverse instability of corrections
that account for the dependence of the coupling constant g
on the modulation depth has been investigated in Ref. 27.

The two counterpropagating beams F and B may be un-
stable against perturbations in the transverse plane. An
appropriate perturbation ansatz for the plane-wave solu-
tions is

F~z ! 5 F̄0~z !$1 1 f1 exp@i~k' • r 2 dt !#

1 f2exp@2i~k' • r 2 dt !#%, (4)

B~z ! 5 B̄0~z !$1 1 b1 exp@i~k' • r 2 dt !#

1 b2 exp@2i~k' • r 2 dt !#%, (5)
with

F̄0~z ! 5 F0~z !exp@i~k0z 2 v0t !#, (6)

B̄0~z ! 5 B0~z !exp@i~2k0z 2 v0t !#exp~2iVt !, (7)

where f1 , f2 , b1 , and b2 are the relative amplitudes of
the weak sidebands. Two important ingredients will be
taken into account that generalize earlier studies: a fre-
quency detuning between the two pump beams V is as-
sumed; additionally we allow for a possible frequency de-
tuning d of the sidebands relative to the pump in Eqs. (4)
and (5) that leads to a transverse traveling wave. We in-
sert the perturbation ansatz (4) and (5) into the equation
for the material response (3) and expand the denominator
of the right-hand side of Eq. (3) in a manner similar to the
derivation given in Ref. 24. This leads to the following
equation for the grating amplitude g:

S t
]

]t
1 1 D g 5 r0 exp~iVt ! 1 r0r2

3 exp@i~k' • r 1 ~V 2 d!t !#

1 r0r1 exp$i@2k' • r 1 ~V 1 d!t#%,

(8)

with the terms

r0 5 ig
F0B0*

uF0u2 1 uB0u2 , (9)

r2 5
1
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(10)

r1 5
1

uF0u2 1 uB0u2 @ uF0u2~b1* 2 f1* ! 1 uB0u2~ f2 2 b2!#.

(11)

The form of Eq. (8) motivates the following ansatz for the
solution of Eq. (3):

g~t ! 5 g0 exp~iVt ! 1 g1 exp$i@k' • r 1 ~V 2 d!t#%

1 g2 exp$i@2k' • r 1 ~V 1 d!t#%. (12)

Inserting this equation into Eq. (3) and comparing the co-
efficients leads to

g 5 x0r0 1 x2r0r2 exp$i@k' • r 1 ~V 2 d!t#%

1x1r0r1 exp$i@2k' • r 1 ~V 1 d!t#%, (13)

with the abbreviations

x0 5
1

1 1 iVt
, (14)

x6 5
1

1 1 i~V 6 d!t
. (15)

Inserting the expression for the grating amplitude of the
index grating Eq. (13) into the two-wave mixing equations
(1) and (2) leads to the following four equations for the
perturbation amplitudes:
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where A represents the strength of transverse coupling,

A 5
uF0u2uB0u2

~ uF0u2 1 uB0u2!2 , (17)

and is connected to the modulation depth of the interfer-
ence grating, m, by A 5 1/4m2. kd is the characteristic
diffraction wave number

kd 5
k'

2

2k0n0
, (18)

and q is the intensity ratio of the two interacting beams,

q 5
uB0u2

uF0u2 . (19)

The difficulty in solving the set (16) is the z dependence of
A and q. Fortunately, for the case m 5 1 this z depen-
dence vanishes.24 Therefore we set q 5 uB0u2/uF0u2 5 1,
and as a consequence, A 5 1/4. The set of equations (16)
thus reads as

S ]
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For the special case V 5 0 and d 5 0 these equations can
be shown to be equivalent to the ones given in Ref. 24.
Equations (20) can be written in vector form with

u 5 F f1

f2*
b1

b2*
G (21)

as

d

dz
u 5 D~g, d, V, kd! • u. (22)

This set of coupled ordinary differential equations can be
solved with a base transformation method or Laplace
transformation as described in Ref. 24. The boundary
conditions for the case of external beams can be written
as

f1~0 ! 5 f2* ~0 ! 5 0, (23)

b1~l ! 5 b2* ~l ! 5 0. (24)

The resulting equations can be transformed into an equa-
tion of the form

B • Fb1~0 !

b2* ~0 !G 5 0, (25)

and the threshold condition for modulational instability
can then be found from detB 5 0. Defining the new
variables

r~gI , gR , V, d! 5 2gR@~x0 1 x0* ! 2 ~x2 1 x1* !#

1 2igI@~x0 2 x0* ! 2 ~x2 2 x1* !#,

(26)

z~gI , gR , V, d! 5 2igR@~x0 2 x0* ! 2 ~x2 2 x1* !#

2 2gI@~x0 1 x0* ! 2 ~x2 1 x1* !#,

(27)

with g 5 gR 1 igI , the final threshold condition reads
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Threshold equation (28) can be shown (apart from differ-
ences in notation) to be consistent with the expression
given in Ref. 25 for the special case V 5 0 and d 5 0 and
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for pure drift-dominated materials (local photorefractive
response), gI 5 0. The complete equivalence to the case
of an applied electric field can be shown by comparing Eq.
(28) with Eq. (14) of Ref. 27. Applying an electric field to
a crystal gives the same physical picture (i.e., the same
threshold condition) as applying a small frequency offset
to one of the beams. The threshold equations are there-
fore identical in mathematical form for these two cases.
The functions r and z can be attributed to the physical
quantities h(l) and g(l) in Ref. 27, the only difference
being the functional dependence on the frequency detun-
ing and the externally applied electric field, respectively.
This correspondence is also clear in the way the coupling
constant g changes. For the case of frequency shift, g
changes according to g freq.2shift 5 g0 /(1 1 iVt), with g0
being the coupling constant with frequency-degenerate
beams or no externally applied voltage. On the other
hand, for the case of an externally applied field, one can
directly conclude from Eqs. (3) and (4) in Ref. 27 the cor-
responding equation

gext.appl.field 5 g0

1 1 iE0

1 1 iE0 /~Ed 1 Eq!

5 g0

1 1 f1~E0 , Ed , Eq!

1 1 f2~E0 , Ed , Eq!
,

where E0 denotes the externally applied electric field, and
Ed and Eq are the characteristic internal fields.29

Though the functional dependence in both cases is differ-
ent, one can directly see that both methods are capable of
breaking the frequency degeneracy by manipulation of
the photorefractive coupling constant. For example, a
purely imaginary coupling constant (as is the case for
KNbO3) will turn to a complex one with both imaginary
and (depending on the size of the detuning or the applied
electric field) real contributions.

Note that Eq. (28) represents a complex threshold
equation for five variables, kd , gI , gR , V, and d. We will
now concentrate on the case of a purely imaginary cou-
pling constant that corresponds to the experimental situ-
ation in which diffusion-dominated KNbO3 was used. A
typical threshold curve for Vt 5 1 is depicted in Fig. 2(a)
together with the corresponding values of d t as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The global minimum in Fig. 2(a) indicates the
transverse wave number with the largest growth rate
when the system is driven beyond the instability thresh-
old. This occurs in the figure for kdl ; 2.5, which is
slightly less than the nominal value of kdl 5 p, which oc-
curs for the generic case of a transmission-grating inter-
action in a Kerr8 or photorefractive medium with un-
shifted grating.16 The frequency shift of the spatial
sidebands corresponding to this pair of values (gl, kdl)
can then be found from Fig. 2(b). There also exists a
similar threshold curve that corresponds to positive val-
ues of d t but with larger values for the threshold coupling
strength and is therefore not displayed in the figure for
clarity. Calculating the minima for each value of the fre-
quency shift of the external beams, Vt, leads to Fig. 3,
where the solid curve displays the minimum coupling
strength necessary for modulational instability and nega-
tive d t (which we call d2 instability), and the dashed
curve shows the same for positive values of d t (which we
call d1 instability). Besides a small region 0 < Vt
< 0.075, the curve corresponding to negative d t is the
lower one. It is clearly apparent that there exists a mini-
mum threshold, g l 5 4.27i, for pattern formation in this
geometry. One can also directly conclude from Fig. 3
that the instability threshold for positive frequency de-
tunings Vt is smaller than for negative frequency detun-
ings. Thus observation of pattern formation is expected
to be more easily achievable for positive frequency detun-
ing than for negative. A coupling strength of g l 5 4.4i
(as indicated in Fig. 3 as a horizontal line) would then re-
sult in an instability for a certain range of positive fre-
quency detunings Vt. On the other hand, for negative
frequency detunings this value is not sufficient to observe
a modulational instability.

In Fig. 4 the values for the normalized wave number
kdl that are assigned to the threshold coupling strength
are shown, also for both signs of d t. Both curves inter-
sect at Vt 5 0 but show completely different depen-
dences. Figure 5 displays the corresponding values for

Fig. 2. Threshold curves obtained with Eq. (28) for a parameter
value of Vt 5 1 and pure energy coupling (gR 5 0): (a) Cou-
pling strength g l (normalized coupling constant) as a function of
the normalized transverse wave number kdl; (b) corresponding
threshold curve for the frequency detuning of the sidebands d t
(normalized to the relaxation constant t) as a function of the nor-
malized transverse wave number kdl.
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the frequency shift d t. One can conclude that a fre-
quency shift d t between the carrier and the sidebands is
always present in this geometry.

Let us now focus on the special case of frequency-
degenerate pump beams, Vt 5 0. In this case, Eq. (28)
reduces to

coshF1

2
gIl~1 1 D!G 1 cos~w10l !cos~w20l !

1
h0

2
sin~w0l !sin~w20l !

w10w20
5 0, (32)

with the definitions

w10 5 Akd
2 1 kdgR 2

1

4
gI

2, (33)

w20 5 Akd
2 2 kdgRD 2

1

4
gI

2D2, (34)

Fig. 3. Threshold coupling strength as a function of the fre-
quency detuning Vt for pure energy coupling (gR 5 0). The
minimum values of the coupling strength in the curves similar to
Fig. 2 are shown. Solid curve, d2 instability; dashed curve, d1

instability; horizontal line, assumed coupling strength of g l
' i4.4.

Fig. 4. Transverse pattern scale kdl as a function of the fre-
quency detuning Vt corresponding to the coupling strength in
Fig. 3. Solid curve, d2 instability; dashed curve, d1 instability.
h0 5 2kd
2 1 gRkd 2 ~gI

2/2 1 gR
2 1 kdgR!D, (35)

and the abbreviation

D 5
idt

1 2 idt
. (36)

An important aspect of our analysis is that even for the
case Vt 5 0 there exists a finite threshold, g l 5 5.25i,
for which pattern formation can be expected with a fre-
quency shift d t 5 60.97 and a critical wave number of
kdl 5 2.94. This corrects the results of Ref. 23, which
predicted no instability for this case owing to an incorrect
expansion of the denominator in Eq. (3) (see Ref. 24).
Since the threshold for modulational d1 and d2 instability
is the same for Vt 5 0, one can expect both instabilities
to occur with the same probability, i.e., spatial sidebands
with a certain frequency detuning are induced when the
value of the coupling strength exceeds the threshold value
of g l 5 5.25i given by the linear-stability analysis. This
possibility of instability without frequency shift (or with-
out applied electric field) was not discussed in earlier
papers26,27 and reveals an important aspect of transverse
instability in counterpropagating two-wave mixing.

Figure 6 shows the threshold curves for the case of
frequency-degenerate beams, V 5 0, and various values
of the coupling constant. In Fig. 6(a) we see that the
threshold is raised for gR . 0 and lowered for gR , 0.
In Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) we give threshold curves as a func-
tion of the real part of the coupling strength, which is rel-
evant for materials with a drift-dominated charge trans-
port. It is noteworthy here that an instability for a
purely real coupling strength (gI 5 0) occurs without a
frequency shift in the sidebands, d 5 0. Figure 6(b) with
gR , 0 corresponds to a self-focusing nonlinearity and
has a minimum threshold at a finite wave number. Fig-
ure 6(c) with gR . 0 corresponds to a self-defocusing non-
linearity, which is known to have a minimum threshold at
large wave numbers.8 It should be added that a symme-
try in gI persists for any values of gR in the case of de-

Fig. 5. Frequency detuning of the sidebands with respect to the
carrier as a function of the frequency detuning Vt of the carriers
corresponding to Figs. 3 and 4. Solid curve, d2 instability;
dashed curve, d1 instability.
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Fig. 6. Threshold curves for V 5 0: (a) as a function of the
imaginary part of the coupling strength and various values of
gR ; (b), (c) as a function of the real part of the coupling strength
and various values of gI .
generate pump beams, which can directly be shown with
Eqs. (32)–(36) and replacement of gI by 2gI .

3. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7. The light
derived from a frequency-doubled cw Nd:YAG laser oper-
ating at a wavelength of 532 nm passes an optical diode
and a variable attenuator before it is focused into the pho-
torefractive crystal by a lens with a focal length of
f 5 600 mm. A wedge splits the beam into two parts
that are incident from opposite sides on the crystal. The
crystal is a heavily iron-doped piece of KNbO3 with a
length of l 5 5 mm along the crystallographic c axis and
a large absorption of up to al 5 1.2 depending on the in-
cident intensities. The position of the KNbO3 crystal is
chosen in such a way that the beam waists of both beams
overlap inside the crystal. We inclined the crystal by ap-
proximately 4 ° to avoid undesired backreflections from
the surface of the crystal producing a perturbation of the
pattern-forming process. The beam diameter inside the
crystal was measured to be 320 mm. The reflection-
grating interaction in KNbO3 is known to cause energy
coupling between the two counterpropagating beams.
The direction of amplification (i.e., the direction of the c
axis of the crystal) was chosen so that the amplified part
of the beam in the direction of B could be used for exami-
nation. Another variable attenuator is used for con-
trolled adjustment of the relative intensities of both
beams. One of the beams is reflected at a piezo-
controlled mirror providing the frequency detuning be-
tween both beams. Our special aim is to perform the
measurement for exact counterpropagation and to ex-
clude any sources of feedback. In order to minimize the
misalignment by the moving piezo mirror, the angle of in-
cidence is chosen to be as close as possible to a perpen-
dicular incidence (e ' 2 ° to the mirror normal). We
used an electronically controlled piezo driver with a large
expansion of 30 mm to ensure optimum stability of the fre-
quency shift. A voltage ramp applied to the piezo driver
thus results in a constant frequency shift of the reflected
beam, with a linear dependence on the slope of the ramp:
V 5 (4p/l)vPiezo cos e, where e is the (small) angle be-
tween the incident beam and the mirror normal. Beam
splitter BS1 is used to couple out a part of the beam for
Fig. 7. Experimental setup: o.d., optical diode; v.a.’s, variable attenuators; L, lens; W, wedge; M, mirror; Piezo, piezo-controlled mirror;
BS’s, beam splitters. The c axis of the crystal indicates the direction of energy transfer.
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pattern observation and recording, and, by beam splitter
BS2, for beam diagnostics (e.g., measurement of relative
sideband intensities). In order to ensure a constant
beam-intensity ratio inside the crystal, which is assumed
in the theoretical analysis, we have to account for the en-
ergy exchange between the two beams. The depletion of
the incoming beam I1 in the negative direction of the c
axis can be determined by30

d 5 uF0~L !u2/uF0~0 !u2 5 ~1 1 M !/@M 1 exp~g l !#,
(37)

with M defined as the external beam ratio M
5 uF0(0)u2/uB0(L)u2. The beam ratio q(z) 5 uB0(z)u2/
uF0(z)u2 therefore is unity at z 5 L for M 5 1/d. How-
ever, in an experiment we have to choose a value of M
slightly smaller than 1/d to compensate for the absorption
in the crystal such that the average beam ratio becomes
unity. The power incident on the crystal was P1
5 36 mW for beam F and P2 5 3.6 mW for beam B,
which leads to an external intensity ratio of M 5 P1 /P2
5 10. The measured depletion was d 5 0.07, which
leads to a coupling strength of g l ' 5. We have to men-
tion here that large modulation-depth effects and absorp-
tion are not accounted for, and therefore the above result
can only be regarded as a rough estimate. The measured
absorption coefficient was al 5 1.2 for the same intensi-
ties as above.

As predicted by the linear-stability analysis presented
in Section 2, we found experimentally a modulational in-
stability for the case of exactly counterpropagating, but
frequency-shifted, external beams for a frequency inter-
val 2 Hz < V < 40 Hz. In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), examples
for the resulting transverse structures in the far field for
a frequency detuning of V 5 18 Hz and V 5 34 Hz are
shown. The structures were stationary in space but non-
stationary in time with the beat frequency V. It is note-
worthy that, in this case, a roll pattern was the predomi-
nant solution that the system selects. In Fig. 8(a) a roll
pattern is predominant, but also other instabilities on the
instability circle are visible, but underlying. For larger
frequency detunings V the amplitudes of these underly-
ing solutions decrease [Fig. 8(b)], and a roll pattern with a
weak underlying hexagonal pattern persists up to a bor-
der of ;40 Hz. Without any frequency shift, Vt 5 0, and
perfectly counterpropagating beams, no instability can be
found, though predicted by our previous analysis. This
can be attributed to a coupling constant that is sufficient
for pattern formation for nonzero V but not for V 5 0;
thus ug lu , 5.25. However, in this case an instability

Fig. 8. Experimentally found transverse instabilities: (a) V
5 18 Hz, roll pattern and underlying instabilities; (b) V
5 34 Hz, roll pattern with weak coexisting hexagon; (c) nonsta-
tionary hexagon for V 5 0 and slight externally applied mis-
alignment of 0.1 °.
can be induced by a deliberate slight misalignment (of the
order of ;0.1 °, which is ;15% of the angle of the side-
bands) of the beams relative to each other. Figure 8(c)
shows that in this case a full nonstatic hexagonal struc-
ture develops.31 The misalignment can be regarded as
an artificial creation of a frequency detuning. It can be
shown that a broken Bragg condition leads to an effective
change in phase of the coupling constant in a fashion that
is similar to the effect of a frequency detuning.32 Thus
both Bragg mismatch and frequency shift can enhance
four-wave-mixing interactions.32,33 It should be noted
that for negative values of V, no modulational instability
could be found with exactly counterpropagating beams.
This is consistent with the linear-stability analysis pre-
sented in Section 2 (see Fig. 3), which shows a clear asym-
metry in V.

4. DISCUSSION
In order to compare the theoretical and experimental in-
vestigations we performed measurements of the relative
sideband intensity and the transverse wave number of
the resulting pattern as a function of the frequency detun-
ing V. We found a clear dependence of the relative side-
band intensity IS (integrated intensity over the instabil-
ity circle divided by the pump intensity) on the frequency
detuning with a maximum at V ' 20 Hz. On the other
hand, the curve displayed in Fig. 3 shows a minimum of
the threshold coupling strength for a certain value of Vt.
To determine the unknown relaxation parameter t, we
use a phenomenological model to describe the relative
sideband intensity. The buildup of the relative intensity
in the sidebands IS can be described by a simple growth
model,34

t
dIS

dt
5

2~g 2 gth!

gth
Is . (38)

Here, gth denotes the theoretical threshold value for the
coupling constant as used in Section 3. This equation
has the solution

IS~t ! 5 IS~0 !expS 2
g 2 gth

gth

t

t
D . (39)

Without saturation the sideband intensity goes to infin-
ity. So we add phenomenologically the first saturating
term, which should be quadratic in intensity, and get

t
dIS

dt
5

2~g 2 gth!

gth
IS 2 bIS

2 , (40)

where b represents a measure for the strength of the non-
linear saturation process. The steady-state value condi-
tion, dIS /dt 5 0, thus leads to an equation for the side-
band intensity in steady state, ĪS :

ĪS 5 2
2

b
1

2g

bgth
. (41)

We now take the experimental values for the steady-
state sideband intensity and the theoretical values for
gth 5 gth(Vt) and use a least-square-fit method to fit the
unknowns b and g to determine the optimum time con-
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stant t, where the deviation of the experimental values
from the theoretical curves is minimal. The result of this
analysis is depicted in Fig. 9 and shows the excellent
agreement between theory and experiment for a param-
eter value of t 5 36 ms. Here, circles depict the experi-
mental results (normalized to the maximum value), and
the solid curve represents the theoretical curve for the
chosen parameter value t. We also measured the
buildup time of the photorefractive index grating to be
texp 5 41 ms. To see how sensitive the fit is to the varia-
tion of t, Fig. 9 also contains the theoretical curves for the
values t 5 31 ms (dotted curve) and t 5 41 ms (dashed
curve). Even the latter one (which represents the value
determined in experiment) shows a good approximation
to the experimental results. For the optimum value of
t 5 36 ms the fit parameters were b 5 2.04 and g
5 5.31.

Using the value of t 5 36 ms, we can also compare the
experimentally found values and the theoretical curve for

Fig. 9. Relative sideband intensity (integrated sideband inten-
sity with respect to the central beam) versus frequency detuning
V for t 5 36 ms (solid curve), t 5 31 ms (dotted curve), and
t 5 41 ms (dashed curve) as predicted by the linear-stability
analysis. Circles represent experimental values normalized to
the maximum sideband intensity.

Fig. 10. Transverse wave number as a function of the frequency
detuning Vt for t 5 36 ms (solid curve), t 5 10 ms (dotted
curve), and t 5 60 ms (dashed–dotted curve) as predicted by the
linear-stability analysis. Circles represent experimental values.
the unstable transverse wave number (normalized to the
length of the crystal) kdl. In Fig. 10 these experimental
values are shown as circles, whereas the solid curve is the
theoretical one and is an excerpt from Fig. 4 for the pa-
rameter value t 5 36 ms. Also here, curves for other pa-
rameter values are shown, for t 5 10 ms (dotted curve)
and t 5 60 ms (dashed–dotted curve). One can clearly
see that the slope of the curve was well reproduced by the
straight line showing a slight decrease for larger fre-
quency detunings V. Nevertheless, we see that the ex-
perimental values are larger by a factor of ;1.25 com-
pared with the theoretical study. This deviation can be
attributed to two facts, namely, measurement above
threshold and absorption effects. Measurements were
performed above threshold, which is known to cause
larger transverse k vectors2 than predicted by the linear-
stability analysis, which is only valid exactly at threshold.
On the other hand, under real experimental conditions, a
measurement slightly above threshold is always pre-
ferred for obtaining well-reproducible experimental re-
sults. Another fact that has to be taken into account is
the presence of absorption in the material. As pointed
out in Ref. 27, implementation of linear absorption into
the analysis leads to an increase of the spatial frequency
of the pattern. Figure 7(c) in Ref. 27 shows an increase
of ;5% for an absorption of al 5 0.6. Since the crystal
we used was highly absorptive (al ' 1.2), a contribution
to the greater spatial frequency (approximately 10%–
12%) of the experimental pattern can be attributed to ab-
sorption effects. Thus both contributions add and sup-
port the observed deviation.

As pointed out in Section 2, the linear-stability analysis
predicts an instability even for unshifted frequencies of
the two counterpropagating beams. This does not con-
tradict previous analysis, where no instability was pre-
dicted. We assumed an additional frequency detuning d
in the sidebands with respect to the carrier in the analy-
sis. For vanishing d, threshold equation (28) can indeed
be shown to have no solution for any parameter values
Vt, in accordance with earlier results. The assumption
of such a detuning is obviously necessary to observe spa-
tial instabilities. In Fig. 5, one can clearly see that an
instability for the case of external, counterpropagating
beams is always connected with a nonzero value of the
sideband frequency shift d. Although we did not observe
any transverse instability for V 5 0 in our experiment,
the linear-stability analysis shows that a threshold cou-
pling strength of g l 5 5.25i is sufficient for modulational
instability. The value of the coupling strength for the
crystal we used in an experiment was lower than this
value. This estimation is supported by the fact that we
observed pattern formation only for a certain region in
the frequency detuning V. A value of g l 5 4.4i, e.g., al-
lows for observation of a d2 instability in a certain range
of the frequency detuning V, and at the same time this
value is too low for observing an instability (d1 or d2) at
V 5 0.

An important aspect of our experiment is the asymme-
try in results concerning positive and negative detunings
V. Pattern formation could only be achieved for positive
values of V, which in the sign convention we use here
means the amplified beam B is upshifted. This asymme-
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try is also apparent in Fig. 3, where the minimum thresh-
old for modulational instability is considerably lower for
the case of positive frequency detunings. We have to
note that including linear absorption into the analysis
may raise the threshold curves.27 However, our experi-
ment fully supports the theoretically based prediction of a
frequency window for transverse instability in the case of
positive frequency detuning. Reversing the sign of V
cancels the instability if the (larger) threshold coupling
strength for negative detunings is not provided by the
photorefractive nonlinearity.

Let us now discuss the physical relevance of a fre-
quency detuning for pattern formation in this counter-
propagating geometry. The externally supplied fre-
quency shift V creates a real part of the coupling by
substituting g → g/(1 1 iVt), and thereby photorefrac-
tive phase coupling comes into play. Therefore the
threshold equation becomes complex, requiring an addi-
tional parameter, namely d, to satisfy the threshold con-
dition for both the real and the imaginary parts. We ob-
served this d2 instability in our experiment and expect
that a larger coupling constant would result in a trans-
verse instability, even at V 5 0, but with nonzero d.
Thus we predict that, by use of a sample with a larger
photorefractive coupling strength, ug lu > 5.25, which was
not within reach in the experiment we performed, a
modulational instability can be found even for unshifted
external beams.

In the research of Honda,14 where hexagons were first
reported in an experiment with photorefractive nonlin-
earity, two different setups were used for obtaining trans-
verse instability of two counterpropagating beams. The
counterpropagating beam was created either by backre-
flection at the crystal backsurface (mirror boundary con-
ditions) or by use of a photorefractive phase conjugator
feeding back the laser beam into the crystal. In the sec-
ond case an aperture was introduced in the feedback path
in order to prevent the off-axis spatial sidebands from
reaching the phase-conjugate mirror. Thus this situa-
tion is close to the conditions we consider in our research,
the only difference being that a phase-conjugate signal
was used in contrast to two external beams that are inci-
dent upon the crystal. Note that a BaTiO3 phase conju-
gator is known to cause a small but nonzero frequency
shift of ;1 Hz relative to the incoming beam.33 Since we
do not know the exact parameters of the Honda experi-
ment (time constant t of the KNbO3 crystal, accuracy of
alignment, and frequency shift of the counterpropagating
phase-conjugate beam), we are limited to a qualitative
discussion of these earlier results. Nevertheless, we note
that nonstationary hexagons were reported in the pres-
ence of a frequency detuning that is similar to our obser-
vations with two slightly misaligned counterpropagating
beams. The angle between the pump and the sidebands
was reported to be ;1 °, which is comparable with our ex-
perimental results.

5. CONCLUSION
We have shown that counterpropagation in photorefrac-
tive two-wave mixing gives rise to modulational instabili-
ties when the two beams are slightly detuned, even with-
out any external feedback. This is, to the best of our
knowledge, the first experimental evidence of a trans-
verse instability in a simple counterpropagating geometry
with photorefractive nonlinearity and two external
beams. The patterns that develop from the initial stage
of modulational instability are found to be predominantly
rolls. For slight induced misalignment, full hexagonal
patterns develop. A linear stability analysis was pre-
sented to show the influence of the frequency detuning on
the threshold coupling strength and the transverse wave
number of the resulting pattern. The sidebands are typi-
cally detuned; i.e., running gratings in the transverse di-
rection are created. The experiments underlined the
asymmetry in V and supported the results of the linear-
stability analysis. Measurements of the relative side-
band intensity could be shown to be in good agreement
with theoretical predictions; also theoretical values for
the sideband angle were well reproduced in an experi-
ment. An instability for unshifted beams (V 5 0) is pre-
dicted for crystal samples with a larger coupling constant.
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